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(54) DATA PROCESSING DEVICE, DATA PROCESSING METHOD, AND DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM

(57) Data processing is enabled by which by which
three-dimensional point group data with fewer errors can
be obtained based on measurement data acquired by a
mobile body that moves in a measurement section. A
data processing device (100) includes a trajectory calcu-
lating unit (112) configured to calculate a trajectory of a
mobile body (27) that moves in a measurement section,
based on measurement data acquired by the mobile body
(27), a virtual level difference detecting unit (113) config-
ured to detect a virtual level difference occurring in the
trajectory, a trajectory smoothing unit (114) configured
to smooth the trajectory in a section before and after the
virtual level difference according to a magnitude of the
virtual level difference, and a point group data generating
unit (115) configured to generate synthetic point group
data by synthesizing the smoothed trajectory and point
group data included in the measurement data.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a data process-
ing device, a data processing method, and a data
processing program that are mainly used for an MMS
(Mobile Mapping System) to execute post-processing of
measurement data.

[Background Art]

[0002] Conventionally, an MMS is known as a system
that includes a GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite Sys-
tem) antenna, an IMU (Inertial Measuring Unit), a cam-
era, and a laser scanner, etc., equipped in a mobile body
such as a vehicle and acquires three-dimensional posi-
tional information of the peripheries of a road, such as
building and road shapes, signs, and guardrails, etc.,
highly accurately and efficiently while moving (refer to
Patent Literature 1, for example). Three-dimensional po-
sitional information acquired by the MMS has been used
for city planning, civil engineering works, and disaster
prevention planning, etc.
[0003] An MMS is a measurement system intended to
execute post-processing of data. For example, when ac-
quiring three-dimensional positional information by using
the MMS disclosed in Patent Literature 1, first, while
traveling in a measurement section on a target road by
vehicle, the MMS acquires data on its own position based
on a GNSS navigation signal (hereinafter, referred to as
"satellite positioning data"), three-dimensional accelera-
tion and angular velocity data obtained by the IMU (here-
inafter, referred to as "inertial positioning data"), and
measurement data at each point of scanning light by the
laser scanner (hereinafter, referred to as "measurement
point group data").
[0004] Next, a trajectory of the vehicle is calculated on
the basis of the satellite positioning data and the inertial
positioning data, and the calculated trajectory of the ve-
hicle and the point group data are synthesized to gener-
ate three-dimensional point group data. At this time, to
improve the accuracy of measurement, a round trip is
made in the measurement section by the vehicle, point
group data is generated for each of a forward route and
a return route, and by matching these, highly accurate
three-dimensional point group data is generated.

[Citation List]

[Patent Literature]

[0005] [Patent Literature 1] Japanese Published Un-
examined Patent Application No. 2017-138236

[Summary of the Invention]

[Technical Problem]

[0006] However, as illustrated in FIG. 1A, when a ve-
hicle 1 being a constituent of the MMS travels in the meas-
urement section on a target road 11 to perform a meas-
urement, a navigation signal receiving situation may
change due to, for example, a change in the number or
location of satellites 13 from which the signal is being
received and due to the influence of multipath such as
radio waves from one satellite including those to be di-
rectly received by an antenna and those to be received
by an antenna after being reflected by a building 14, while
the vehicle 10 stops because of a traffic signal 12, etc.,
or travels.
[0007] As a result, spatial discontinuity 15 such as a
sudden change in height may occur in the calculated tra-
jectory AL as illustrated in FIG. 1B-1 (hereinafter, such
data discontinuity is referred to as a "virtual level differ-
ence"). The virtual level difference 15 also occurs due to
a drift, etc., caused by vibration of the vehicle.
[0008] Further, as illustrated in FIG. 1B-2, in synthetic
point group data APG that is generated by synthesizing
the trajectory AL including a virtual level difference and
measurement point group data acquired by the laser
scanner, a local distortion 16 that is not included in sup-
posed original point group data BPG, illustrated in FIG.
1C-2, occurs. Therefore, a problem occurs in which even
if synthetic point group data of the forward route and re-
turn route are matched, an accurate three-dimensional
model cannot be obtained.
[0009] The present invention was made in view of the
circumstances described above, and an object thereof
is to realize data processing by which three-dimensional
point group data with fewer errors can be obtained based
on measurement data acquired by a mobile body that
moves in a measurement section.

[Solution to Problem]

[0010] In order to achieve the above-described object,
a data processing device according to an aspect of the
present invention includes a trajectory calculating unit
configured to calculate a trajectory of a mobile body that
moves in a measurement section, based on measure-
ment data acquired by the mobile body, a virtual level
difference detecting unit configured to detect a virtual lev-
el difference occurring in the trajectory, a trajectory
smoothing unit configured to smooth the trajectory in a
section before and after the virtual level difference ac-
cording to a magnitude of the virtual level difference, and
a point group data generating unit configured to generate
synthetic point group data by synthesizing the smoothed
trajectory and point group data included in the measure-
ment data.
[0011] In the aspect described above, it is also prefer-
able that the trajectory smoothing unit is configured to
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set a processing section which includes the virtual level
difference and to which smoothing is applied, on the tra-
jectory according to a magnitude of the virtual level dif-
ference, and smooth the trajectory by connecting a front
end and a rear end of the processing section with a
straight line.
[0012] A data processing method according to another
aspect of the present invention includes the steps of cal-
culating a trajectory of a mobile body that moves in a
measurement section, based on measurement data ac-
quired by the mobile body, detecting a virtual level differ-
ence occurring in the trajectory, smoothing the trajectory
in a section before and after the virtual level difference
according to a magnitude of the virtual level difference,
and generating synthetic point group data by synthesiz-
ing the smoothed trajectory and point group data included
in the measurement data.
[0013] A program according to another aspect of the
present invention is configured to make a computer ex-
ecute the steps of calculating a trajectory of a mobile
body that moves in a measurement section, based on
measurement data acquired by the mobile body, detect-
ing a virtual level difference occurring in the trajectory,
smoothing the trajectory in a section before and after the
virtual level difference according to a magnitude of the
virtual level difference, and generating synthetic point
group data by synthesizing the smoothed trajectory and
point group data included in the measurement data.

[Effect of the Invention]

[0014] With the data processing device, the data
processing method, and the data processing program
according to the aspects of the present invention de-
scribed above, even when a virtual level difference oc-
curs in a trajectory obtained from measurement data ac-
quired by using a mobile body that moves in a measure-
ment section, the virtual level difference can be detected
and the trajectory can be smoothed, and therefore, three-
dimensional point group data with fewer errors can be
obtained.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[0015]

FIGS. 1A to 1C-2 are views describing a state of the
occurrence of a virtual level difference in a trajectory
in a measurement using an MMS, FIG. 1A is a sche-
matic view illustrating a state of performing a meas-
urement using an MMS, FIG. 1B-1 and FIG. 1B-2
are schematic views respectively illustrating a tra-
jectory and a point group form when a virtual level
difference occurs, and FIG. 1C-1 and FIG. 1C-2 are
schematic views respectively illustrating a trajectory
and a point group form that should originally be
measured.
FIG. 2 is a view illustrating an outline of an MMS that

measures data to be processed by a data processing
device according to an embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 3 is a functional configuration diagram of the
data processing device according to the same em-
bodiment.
FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating operation of the data
processing device according to the same embodi-
ment.
FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a virtual level differ-
ence detecting operation in the data processing de-
vice according to the same embodiment.
FIGS. 6A and 6B are diagrams describing a method
of detecting a virtual level difference during stoppage
of a vehicle, in the data processing device according
to the same embodiment.
FIGS. 7A and 7B are diagrams describing a method
of detecting a virtual level difference during traveling
of a vehicle, in the data processing device according
to the same embodiment.
FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a trajectory smooth-
ing operation in the data processing device accord-
ing to the same embodiment.
FIGS. 9A and 9B are diagrams describing a method
of trajectory smoothing according to the same em-
bodiment.

[Description of Embodiments]

[0016] Hereinafter, a preferred embodiment of the
present invention is described with reference to the draw-
ings, however, the invention is not limited to this.

(Embodiment)

[0017] A data processing device according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention is a device that mainly
executes post-processing of measurement data ac-
quired by a mobile mapping system (MMS) 20 illustrated
in FIG. 2.
[0018] First, an outline of the MMS 20 is described.
The MMS 20 is a measurement system configured as a
mobile body equipped with an antenna 21, an IMU 22, a
camera 23, a laser scanner 24, a rotary encoder 25, and
a synchronization control device 26. In the MMS 20 ac-
cording to the present embodiment, the mobile body con-
sists of a vehicle 27.
[0019] The antenna 21 is a receiving device to receive
a navigation signal from a navigation satellite 28 such as
a GNSS satellite. Based on the navigation signal, the
antenna 21 acquires satellite positioning data. The nav-
igation signal includes, for example, a navigation signal
transmission time, trajectory information of the naviga-
tion satellite 28, a phase observation value of a carrier
wave, and code information to be used for measurement
of a navigation signal propagation time, etc.
[0020] The IMU 22 is an inertial measuring device, in-
cludes a 3-axis gyroscope and a 3-directional acceler-
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ometer, and acquires inertial positioning data.
[0021] The camera 23 is a 360-degree camera con-
sisting of a plurality of cameras, and shoots a video of
the entire circumference (2π space) including an upper
direction. Although not described, video image data shot
by the camera is used for construction of three-dimen-
sional information of the surroundings in combination
with point group data measured by the laser scanner.
Exterior orientation elements (positions and postures) of
the camera and the laser scanner with respect to the
vehicle (in this case, a position of the IMU) are measured
in advance, and such information is known.
[0022] The laser scanner 24 performs laser scanning
of the entire circumference (2π space) to acquire point
group data of the surrounding environment. In detail, the
laser scanner 24 spirally irradiates a scanning light La,
and receives a reflected light Lb from an object such as
a road 30 or a building, etc. Based on a time until this
reception, by obtaining a three-dimensional position of
each reflection point, point group data is acquired. The
laser scanner 24 is described in, for example, Japanese
Published Unexamined Patent Application No.
2008-268004, etc.
[0023] The rotary encoder 25 is attached to a wheel
29 of the vehicle 27, and acquires vehicle moving dis-
tance data from a rotation speed and a rotation angle of
the wheel 29.
[0024] The synchronization control device 26 is con-
nected via cables, etc., or wirelessly to the antenna 21,
the IMU 22, the camera 23, the laser scanner 24, and
the rotary encoder 25. The synchronization control de-
vice 26 synchronizes a time of inertial positioning data
acquisition by the IMU 22, a time of image data acquisi-
tion by the camera 23, a time of point group data acqui-
sition by the laser scanner 24, and a time of acquisition
of moving distance data of the wheel 29 by the rotary
encoder 25.
[0025] While moving along a route in a measurement
section, the MMS 20 acquires satellite positioning data,
inertial positioning data, measurement point group data,
and moving distance data (hereinafter, these data are
collectively referred to as "measurement data") by the
antenna 21, the IMU 22, the camera 23, the laser scanner
24, and the rotary encoder 25, respectively.
[0026] Next, a data processing device 100 in the
present embodiment is described. The data processing
device 100 acquires measurement data measured by the
MMS 20, and generates three-dimensional point group
data of the periphery of the measurement section by us-
ing the measurement data.
[0027] The data processing device 100 is a computer.
The data processing device 100 includes hardware such
as a CPU (Central Processing Unit) as a processor, a
RAM (Random Access Memory) as a main storage de-
vice, a ROM (Read-Only Memory) as an auxiliary storage
device, and a HDD (Hard Disk Drive), etc.
[0028] The data processing device 100 is configured
to be connectable to the antenna 21, the IMU 22, the

camera 23, the laser scanner 24, and the rotary encoder
25 via the synchronization control device 26. The data
processing device 100 may be located outside the vehi-
cle or may be located inside the vehicle. In the present
embodiment, for the sake of convenience, the data
processing device 100 is assumed to be located outside
the vehicle.
[0029] FIG. 3 is a functional block diagram of the data
processing device 100. As illustrated in FIG. 3, the data
processing device 100 includes various function units in-
cluding a data acquiring unit 111, a trajectory calculating
unit 112, a virtual level difference detecting unit 113, a
trajectory smoothing unit 114, a point group data gener-
ating unit 115, a point group matching unit 116, a con-
vergence determining unit 117, and a trajectory adjusting
unit 118, and a storage unit 119.
[0030] Each function unit may be configured by soft-
ware, or may be configured by an exclusive arithmetic
circuit. Alternatively, function units configured by soft-
ware and function units configured by exclusive arithme-
tic circuits may be mixed. For example, each of the func-
tion units illustrated in the drawings is configured by a
CPU (Central Processing Unit), an ASIC (Application
Specific Integrated Circuit), and a PLD (Programmable
Logic Device) such as an FPGA (Field Programmable
Gate Array).
[0031] The data acquiring unit 111 accepts measure-
ment data via an input interface (not illustrated). The ac-
cepted data is stored in the storage unit 119.
[0032] The input interface is a port to be connected to
the synchronization control device 26. The input interface
is, for example, a USB (Universal Serial Bus) terminal.
Alternatively, the input interface may be a port to be con-
nected to a LAN (Local Area Network).
[0033] The trajectory calculating unit 112 fuses satel-
lite positioning data acquired by the antenna 21 and in-
ertial positioning data acquired by the IMU 22, or external
trajectory data including a trajectory output as a result of
point group matching, etc., and inertial positioning data
by using a Kalman filter, and calculates a movement tra-
jectory of the vehicle.
[0034] The virtual level difference detecting unit 112
detects whether the trajectory includes a virtual level dif-
ference.
[0035] The trajectory smoothing unit 114 executes
processing to smooth the virtual level difference in the
trajectory.
[0036] The point group data generating unit 115 syn-
thesizes the trajectory data smoothed by the trajectory
smoothing unit 114 and measurement point group data
at each point acquired by the laser scanner 24 to gener-
ate synthetic point group data.
[0037] The point group matching unit 116 executes
processing to match the synthetic point group data gen-
erated by the point group data generating unit 115 with
respect to a forward route and a return route in the same
section.
[0038] The convergence determining unit 117 deter-
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mines whether a virtual level difference exceeding a pre-
determined threshold is present (whether the virtual level
difference has converged) in a trajectory corrected by
the point group matching.
[0039] The trajectory adjusting unit 118 adjusts a tra-
jectory on the basis of coordinates of characteristic points
(known points that are on the route in the measurement
section and are distinguishable from the surroundings
such as utility poles, trees, and buildings, etc.).
[0040] The storage unit 119 stores measurement data
and data calculated in each function unit. The storage
unit 119 is realized by a main storage device and an
auxiliary storage device, but may be realized only by a
main storage device or only by an auxiliary storage de-
vice.
[0041] Programs to implement the functions of the re-
spective function units may be stored in a storage medi-
um such as a magnetic disc, a flexible disc, an optical
disc, a compact disc, a Blu-ray (registered trademark)
disc, a DVD, or the like.

(Operation of data processing device)

[0042] Next, a data processing method to be per-
formed by the data processing device 100, and data
processing according to a data processing program to
make a computer execute the data processing method,
are described with reference to FIG. 4.
[0043] When the processing starts, in Step S101, the
trajectory calculating unit 112 performs data fusion by
using a Kalman filter on the basis of satellite positioning
data acquired by the antenna 21 and inertial positioning
data acquired by the IMU 22, and calculates a movement
trajectory of the vehicle.
[0044] Next, in Step S102, the virtual level difference
detecting unit 113 detects a virtual level difference in the
calculated movement trajectory. Details of the virtual lev-
el difference detection processing are described later.
[0045] Next, in Step S103, the trajectory smoothing
unit 114 performs smoothing of the virtual level difference
in the movement trajectory. Details of the smoothing are
described later.
[0046] Next, in Step S104, the point group data gen-
erating unit 115 synthesizes the smoothed vehicle tra-
jectory and measurement point group data acquired by
the laser scanner 24 to generate synthetic point group
data. The synthetic point group data is generated for each
of the forward route and return route in the measurement
section.
[0047] Next, in Step S105, the point group matching
unit 116 matches the synthetic point group data of the
forward route side and the synthetic point group data of
the and return route side.
[0048] Next, in Step S106, the convergence determin-
ing unit 117 calculates a corrected trajectory from the
point group matching results obtained in Step S105, and
determines in all virtual level differences detected in Step
S102 whether magnitudes D of the virtual level differenc-

es are equal to or less than a predetermined threshold
Th1.
[0049] When the magnitudes D of the virtual level dif-
ferences are not equal to or less than the predetermined
threshold Th1 (No), the processing returns to Step S101,
and based on the corrected trajectory and the inertial
positioning data acquired by the IMU, the processings of
Steps S101 to S106 are repeated until the magnitudes
D of the virtual level differences become equal to or less
than the predetermined threshold Th1.
[0050] When the magnitudes D of the virtual level dif-
ferences are equal to or less than the predetermined
threshold Th1 (Yes), the processing shifts to Step S107,
and the point group data generating unit 115 synthesizes
the corrected trajectory obtained in Step S106 and the
measurement point group data acquired by the laser
scanner 24 to generate synthetic point group data.
[0051] Next, in Step S108, the trajectory adjusting unit
118 adjusts a trajectory obtained from the synthetic point
group data on the basis of the coordinates of the char-
acteristic points.
[0052] Next, in Step S109, the trajectory calculating
unit 112 performs data fusion by using a Kalman filter on
the basis of the trajectory adjusted in Step S108 and the
inertial positioning data acquired by the IMU, and re-cal-
culates a trajectory.
[0053] Next, in Step S110, virtual level difference de-
tection in the trajectory re-calculated in Step S109 is per-
formed in the same manner as in Step S102.
[0054] Next, in Step S111, the trajectory smoothing
unit 114 performs smoothing of the trajectory re-calcu-
lated in Step S109, in the same manner as in Step S103.
The smoothing is applied to all virtual level differences
detected in Step S110.
[0055] Next, in Step S112, the point group data gen-
erating unit 115 synthesizes the trajectory smoothed in
Step S111 and the measurement point group data ac-
quired by the laser scanner 24 to generate resultant
three-dimensional point group data, and the processing
ends.
[0056] Here, details of the virtual level difference de-
tection in Step S102 are described with reference to FIG.
5 to FIGS. 7A, 7B. FIG. 5 is a flowchart of virtual level
difference detection processing. FIGS. 6A, 6B are dia-
grams describing a method of detecting a virtual level
difference during stoppage of the vehicle, and FIGS. 7A,
7B are diagrams describing a method of detecting a vir-
tual level difference during traveling of the vehicle.
[0057] When the processing of Step S102 starts, first,
in Step S201, the virtual level difference detecting unit
113 judges whether the vehicle 27 is stopped at each
position. The judgment as to whether the vehicle 27 is
stopped is performed by judging whether a vehicle speed
obtained by moving distance data obtained from the ro-
tary encoder 25 is smaller than a predetermined thresh-
old Th2.
[0058] In Step S201, when the vehicle 27 is judged to
be stopped (Yes), the processing shifts to Step S202,
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and a difference between coordinates of a position Pas
just after the stoppage of the vehicle and coordinates of
a position Pbs just before starting to move during stop-
page of the vehicle, identified in Step S201, that is, a
coordinate difference PD1 between before and after ve-
hicle stoppage is obtained (refer to FIGS. 6A, 6B).
[0059] Next, in Step S203, whether the coordinate dif-
ference PD1 between before and after the vehicle stop-
page obtained in Step S202 is equal to or more than a
predetermined threshold Th3 is judged.
[0060] In Step S203, as illustrated in FIG. 6A, when
the difference PD1 between the coordinates of the posi-
tion Pas just after the stoppage of the vehicle and the
coordinates of the position Pbs just before starting to
move is equal to or more than the threshold Th3 (Yes),
the processing shifts to Step S204, and the virtual level
difference detecting unit 113 judges that the movement
trajectory calculated in Step S101 includes a virtual level
difference, and ends the processing.
[0061] In Step S203, as illustrated in FIG. 6B, when
the difference PD1 between the coordinates of the posi-
tion Pas just after the stoppage of the vehicle and the
coordinates of the position Pbs just before starting to
move is smaller than the threshold Th3 (No), the process-
ing shifts to Step S205, and the virtual level difference
detecting unit 113 judges that the movement trajectory
calculated in Step S101 includes no virtual level differ-
ence, and ends the processing.
[0062] On the other hand, in Step S201, when it is
judged that the vehicle 27 is not stopped at a certain
position P (No), the processing shifts to Step S206, and
the virtual level difference detecting unit 113 assumes
that the vehicle 27 makes uniform motion at that position
and predicts coordinates of a position Pp of the vehicle
27 a minute time Δt after the time of the position P (refer
to FIGS. 7A, 7B). In FIGS. 7A and 7B, black circles show
coordinates of a trajectory calculated based on meas-
urement data, and white circles show coordinates ob-
tained by prediction.
[0063] Next, the processing shifts to Step S207, and
the predicted coordinates of the position Pp of the vehicle
27 after the minute time Δt are compared with coordinates
of a position Pm of the vehicle 27 after the minute time
Δt obtained based on the measurement data, and wheth-
er a difference PD2 between these coordinates is equal
to or more than a predetermined threshold Th4 is judged.
[0064] In Step S207, as illustrated in FIG. 7A, when
the difference between the predicted coordinates of the
position Pp of the vehicle 27 after the minute time Δt and
the coordinates of the position Pm of the vehicle 27 after
the minute time Δt obtained based on the measurement
data is equal to or more than the threshold Th4 (Yes),
the processing shifts to Step S208, and the virtual level
difference detecting unit 113 judges that the movement
trajectory calculated in Step S101 includes a virtual level
difference, and ends the processing.
[0065] In Step S207, as illustrated in FIG. 7B, when
the difference PD2 between the predicted coordinates of

the position Pp of the vehicle 27 after the minute time Δt
and the coordinates of the position Pm of the vehicle 27
after the minute time Δt obtained based on the measure-
ment data is smaller than the threshold Th4 (No), the
processing shifts to Step S209, and the virtual level dif-
ference detecting unit 113 judges that the movement tra-
jectory calculated in Step S101 includes no virtual level
difference D, and ends the processing.
[0066] The processings of Steps S202 to S205 are ex-
ecuted for all of the positions at which the vehicle is
judged to be stopped in Step S201. The processings of
Steps S206 to S209 are executed for all of the positions
at which the vehicle is judged to be traveling in Step S201.
[0067] Here, details of the trajectory smoothing in Step
S103 are described with reference to FIG. 8 and FIGS.
9A, 9B. FIG. 8 is a flowchart of trajectory smoothing.
FIGS. 9A, 9B are diagrams that schematically represent
trajectories before smoothing (FIG. 9A) and after smooth-
ing (FIG. 9B).
[0068] When the processing of Step S103 starts, first,
in Step S301, the trajectory smoothing unit 114 calculates
a magnitude D of the virtual level difference detected in
Step S102.
[0069] Next, in Step S302, the trajectory smoothing
unit 114 sets a predetermined section before and after
the level difference on the trajectory as a processing sec-
tion S according to the magnitude D of the virtual level
difference. As the processing section S, for example, as
illustrated in FIG. 9A, a section of 6n 3 D before and
after the position PD of the virtual level difference is set.
Here, n is, for example, an arbitrary natural number, and
n falls preferably within the range of 8 to 22 because the
trajectory is sufficiently smoothed, and more preferably,
n falls within the range of 10 to 20. The reason for this is
that, if the processing section S is excessively narrow,
smoothing is insufficient the trajectory is not sufficiently
smoothed, and matching with an original form is difficult,
and if the processing section S is excessively wide,
smoothing may conversely give errors to an accurate tra-
jectory with fewer errors that does not originally need to
be smoothed.
[0070] Next, in Step S203, the range of the processing
section S is smoothed, and the processing is ended. The
trajectory smoothing is performed by, as illustrated in
FIG. 9B, a method such as connecting coordinates of a
front end P1 and coordinates of a rear end P2 of the
processing section S with a straight line.
[0071] In Step S102, when N virtual level differences
are detected in the movement trajectory of the vehicle,
the above-described trajectory smoothing is executed for
each of the N virtual level differences.
[0072] With the configuration described above, even
when a discontinuity occurs in a movement trajectory of
the vehicle obtained based on measurement data of the
MMS 20, by accurately detecting the discontinuity and
locally smoothing the part of discontinuity, resultant
three-dimensional point group data with fewer errors can
be obtained.
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[0073] A preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion is described above, and the working examples de-
scribed above are just examples of the present invention,
and can be combined based on knowledge of a person
skilled in the art, and such a combined mode is also in-
cluded in the scope of the present invention.

[Reference Signs List]

[0074]

27 Mobile body (vehicle)
100 Data processing device
112 Trajectory calculating unit
113 Virtual level difference detecting unit
114 Trajectory smoothing unit
115 Point group data generating unit

Claims

1. A data processing device comprising:

a trajectory calculating unit configured to calcu-
late a trajectory of a mobile body that moves in
a measurement section, based on measure-
ment data acquired by the mobile body;
a virtual level difference detecting unit config-
ured to detect a virtual level difference occurring
in the trajectory;
a trajectory smoothing unit configured to smooth
the trajectory in a section before and after the
virtual level difference according to a magnitude
of the virtual level difference; and
a point group data generating unit configured to
generate synthetic point group data by synthe-
sizing the smoothed trajectory and point group
data included in the measurement data.

2. The data processing device according to Claim 1,
wherein the trajectory smoothing unit is configured
to set a processing section which includes the virtual
level difference and to which smoothing is applied,
on the trajectory according to a magnitude of the
virtual level difference, and smooth the trajectory by
connecting a front end and a rear end of the process-
ing section with a straight line.

3. A data processing method comprising the steps of:

calculating a trajectory of a mobile body that
moves in a measurement section, based on
measurement data acquired by the mobile body;
detecting a virtual level difference occurring in
the trajectory;
smoothing the trajectory in a section before and
after the virtual level difference according to a
magnitude of the virtual level difference; and

generating synthetic point group data by synthe-
sizing the smoothed trajectory and point group
data included in the measurement data.

4. A program configured to make a computer execute
the steps of:

calculating a trajectory of a mobile body that
moves in a measurement section, based on
measurement data acquired by the mobile body;
detecting a virtual level difference occurring in
the trajectory;
smoothing the trajectory in a section before and
after the virtual level difference according to a
magnitude of the virtual level difference; and
generating synthetic point group data by synthe-
sizing the smoothed trajectory and point group
data included in the measurement data.
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